We present a pattern recognition method which use datapoints on a plane and estimates the parameters of a circle. MC data are generated in order to test the method's efficiency over noise hits, uncertainty in the hits positions and number of datapoints. The scenario were the hits from a quadrant of the circle are missing is also considered. The method proposed is proven to be robust, accurate and very efficient.
Introduction
Various types of detectors require algorithms that handle number of datapoints in a plane and reconstruct the parameters of a circle, [1] , [2] , [3] . These algorithms need to be robust against noise hits and analyse big amount of data relatively fast. Finally, the performance of the algorithm needs as independent as possible with the resolution of the detector.
In a recent paper [4] we examined the use of the Legendre transform for the determination of a circle's characteristics. In this paper we revisit this problem and describe in detail an alternative method, based on Gaussian sums, proposed for the reconstruction of the circle's center (x 0 , y 0 ) and radius R from a given set of datapoints.
Description of the Methods
Following the notation and train of though of [4] , using 3 datapoints (r 1 = A(x 1 , y 1 ), r 2 = B(x 2 , y 2 ) and r 3 = C(x 3 , y 3 )), we can have a first estimation of the center (x est , y est ) and the radius, R est , of the circle (see figure 1) .
These estimates are given by:
where m t = (y 3 − y 2 )/(x 3 − x 2 ) and m r = (y 2 − y 1 )/(x 2 − x 1 ) the slopes of the lines connecting AB and BC. * stefanos.leontsinis@cern.ch Figure 1 : Representation of a circle with center (x est , y est ) and radius R est .
Gaussian Sum
Having n given datapoints/measurements, k = n 3 different centers and radii can be estimated. Using the formulas described above the global sums are constructed For each event the functions described above (see Figure 2 ) are constructed and the value of the bin with the maximum number of entries is chosen. The value of these bins are the estimate of the (x est , y est ) and R est of the circle.
Extraction of the Circle Parameters
The extraction of the circle parameters using the first method (see section 2.1) is straightforward: the bin with the maximum number of entries per event in each G(x), G(y) and G(R) gives the estimate of the center's coordinates and the radius of the circle. An example event can be seen in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 (a) the circle used to generate the datapoints is shown. The G(R), G(x) and G(y) distributions for the circle parameters can be seen in Figures 2(b) , 2(c) and 2(d) respectively. G(x) and G(y) for x est and y est peak at 6 where the center of the circle is and G(R) peaks at R est = 3 indicating the actual radius of the circle. Figure 2 : (a) The red datapoints originate from the circle (red line) having received a smearing of 10%. The datapoints that missed the radius R (noise hits -black datapoints) are on a 50% percentage of the circle's datapoints. Red circle is the original circle used to generate the datapoints, blue is reconstructed by using χ 2 minimization, green is reconstructed by using the Legendre technique and yellow using the gaussian sum. 
Performance Studies
The algorithm is tested using simulated experiments, creating datapoints (n = 8 − 20) that belong to a circle. The robustness of the algorithms was tested by inserting gaussian uncertainties in both the x and y coordinates of the datapoints/measurements and random noise hits/outliers.
A special scenario was considered, where one quadrant of the detector was deactivated (results are summarized in table 1).
One Circle Case
The center of the circle was chosen to be at (4, 5) with a radius of 2 (arbitrary units). Using this circle, n datapoints (n = 8, 10, 15 and 20) are randomly created. We smear both the x i and y i positions of the datapoints, independently on x and y, by 5%, 10% or 15% of the circle's radius R. Apart from the uncertainty introduced in the position of the datapoints, noise hits in certain percentage of the datapoints that originate from the circle are included. The noise hits are randomly generated in the ranges 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 10. An event generated by this toy MC can be seen in Figure 2(a) . The red and green datapoints (n = 15) are generated from the circle and the black datapoints are the noise hits (50% noise level is used in this event). The positions of all the generated datapoints (x i , y i ) are smeared by 10% of its radius R.
The results of the methods described in section 2 are summarized in Table 2 . The algorithm proposed for the extraction of the circle's parameters work well under all test scenarios. Table 1 : Results of the algorithms described in section 2.2. We use n = 10 datapoints, generated in three quadrants of the circle, three different percentages of position uncertainty (5%, 10% and 15% of the radius R) and five additional noise hits. The original values of the circle's parameters can be found in the first row.
Original Values R = 3 x = 6 y = 6 Uncertainty [%] 5 10 15 R 3.01 ± 0.00 3.03 ± 0.00 3.04 ± 0.01 x 6.00 ± 0.00 5.99 ± 0.01 6.00 ± 0.02 y 6.00 ± 0.00 5.99 ± 0.01 5.98 ± 0.01 
